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E

nd of year exams! Already? Cyclone
Marcus kicked off 1st semester with some
drama and it’s been all go ever since. I hope
you have sought out every opportunity to
achieve and have fun at IHD in 2018.
Living in community is a blessing even if its
not always easy. We have been challenged
on occasion and not just by noisy machines
clearing away trees felled by Marcus. We are
all individuals trying to adjust to living within
a collective. Negotiation and consideration
need a soft heart and gentle approach and
our resident leaders deserve great credit for working so hard in this space. Indeed, I am indebted to all residents
and staff who have supported one another this year. Their involvement in our many programs has underpinned
Life @ IHD.
The complexity of on-campus residential living is a marvel. We have all
the functions of meaningful community and the diversity of issues we
deal with on a daily basis is just staggering. This year I again heard people
referring to the many pillars of community. The structure of IHD has so
many props. It really is the House that Darwin built!
I’m not going to expand on all of these diverse but interrelated areas of IHD
life. As residents you know them and can quite easily elaborate. Suffice
it to say that in supporting and connecting with each other we build our
House each and every year. And when we do this we also fulfil our vision of
“transforming futures by what is learnt in community”.
I wish everyone a safe return home as the year winds down.
For those exiting IHD one last time I wish you well in your future
endeavours. May we greet one another at alumni functions in years to
come. For those returning to IHD next year I look forward to renewing the
journey. Together we will share the responsibility for introducing all new
good folk to how Darwin does it.
Warmly, Philip
Head, International House Darwin

W

hat a start to the year. Cyclone Marcus came
to town and crossed the Northern Territory
coastline on the 17th of March. That was my first
day in IHD covering for Penny and it started with
a bang. I know that day because it’s the Day of the
Irish, St Patricks Day. Not long after I started, IHD
bid their farewells to Kim who had been at IHD for
over 4 years. And so it was a mixture of emotions
for all. Lucky for all, the lovely Sara came on
board in May and this was a welcomed addition to
the team.
Everyone got to grips with the clean-up and IHD
continues to recognise the extra effort by the RLs and residents who stepped-up during the emergency. It is a
good demonstration of community living and support and a reminder to all of the importance of coming together
in a time of crisis. It’s what makes a community special. You never know what the Territory will bring.
We did really have such a great Dry season and with that IHD has been able to facilitate the NT Experience
outings and what a success they were. Community living is all about connecting and hopefully you got to
experience the real Northern Territory and what better way to do that than with fellow companions. Let’s hope
you made memories to last and friendships that will blossom. One only needs to take a look at the webpage to
see the many great photos, evidence of what a special time it’s been.
So, with a year as fast flying as this one, I wish you every success and am sure all your hard work and effort will
pay off. It’s already time to wish all those heading home for the end of the year a safe trip and for those who are
sticking around be sure to join in the Christmas celebrations where IHD is your home away from home.
And most of all a warm welcome back to Penny, with hand on heart, what an amazing part she plays. How happy
everyone is to see her back in house.
So for now keep in touch and we hope to see you all again.
Warm regards, Eileen
Resident Engagement Officer, International House Darwin
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SEMESTER ONE

orientation

Orientation Week

The day’s formalities ended with a raffle
An eventful two weeks to say the least! There was competition. Congratulations to the following
residents on their lucky draw prizes:
a lot going on over the two weeks of orientation
1st Draw: Tess Riordan - $100 Gift Card
and it was great to see so many residents take
advantage of the events and activities.
2nd Draw: Drew Whitehouse - $60 Gift Card
The most popular events turned out to be the
3rd Draw: Laura Preston - $40 Gift Card
Casuarina Beach Picnic, Flip Out and Ice Skating
Drew may just be the luckiest resident on
trips. Shout-out to Hooman who marched into
campus, plucking his own draw card from the
Week 1 of lectures with some ice-skating battle
pile to win second prize!
wounds – word is you took it like a champ and,
A large group of you enjoyed dining out by the sea
really, just wanted to grab some food afterward!
at Stokes Hill Wharf later that evening.

Welcome Day

New and returning residents came along to
spend the day with Elsbeth, Philip and the RLs.
The morning kicked off with some friendship
bingo, which saw the competitive side of
Annie Pendlebury surface to win a tub of Mars
Celebrations.
The day included bouts of tug-of-war on the
lawns, a “getting to know you” session and a pop
quiz. Congratulations to Ajay Yadlapalli who
raced through and answered all the questions
correctly!
Welcome Day also saw three IHD Alumni drop
by to share their days during and after oncampus life. Thank you to former Resident
of The Year winners Bingi and Kat, and Harry
Edmonds Award winner Reuben Wakefield for
participating.
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Big Day Out
IHD’s Big Day Out was one to remember. With
Jumping Crocodiles, Kingpin and the Museum
and Art Gallery of the NT, you were spoiled for
choice.
Some of you were quite shocked at the size of
Adelaide River’s crocodiles and the heights they
could jump. I’ll bet you were also glad to be in a
boat and not the water!
A number of you opted for creature comforts
– rather than creatures – and headed to the
Kingpin entertainment precinct for a few rounds
of bowling, food and drinks.
We had another group of residents venture to
the NT Museum and Art Gallery. They got up
close and personal with the mounted body of
“Sweetheart” – a 5.1 metre saltwater crocodile
responsible for a series of attacks on boats in the
Territory between 1974 and 1979. Can you tell we
love our crocs up here?!

Click here to see more online
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litchfield in the dry
Each semester, new and returning
residents jump aboard the IHD
Shuttle and head out to Litchfield
National Park for the day.
Although delayed by the cyclone and closure
of Litchfield, semester 1 saw residents living
like locals in the Territory’s Dry Season;
swimming, relaxing and enjoying a picnic
lunch at Florence Falls and the Buley
Rockholes. As always, this outdoor event is
provided to IHD residents at no extra cost.

One of the highlights of
the trip was the Buley
Rockholes which is the
best experience for me
during the trip because
of its spectacular view.
It is a once in a lifetime
experience that I have
spent with other students
and IHD in Litchfield.
- Chansreysor
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A trip out of the city and into the
forest to chase waterfalls was a
perfect day. One of my favourite
events IHD has held. The sun was
shining as the chilly waters drowned
our worries. Though, I think the
best part of any trip is the people
you go with. I’ve felt so thankful
for developing such ambitious,
adventurous and buoyant friends
here to experience Darwin with.
- Rose

click here to see more online
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holi festival
March 13 saw residents’ true
colours - as long as they’re blues,
reds, purples and yellows, that is!
Holi is considered as one of the most revered
and celebrated festivals of India. It’s also
sometimes known as the “festival of love”,
because on this day people unite forgetting
all resentments and all types of bad feeling
towards each other. The great Indian festival
lasts for a day and a night, which starts in the
evening of Purnima or the Full Moon Day in
the month of Falgun.
The vibrancy of colours is something that
brings a lot of positivity into our lives and
Holi, being the festival of colours, is a day
worth rejoicing. On the day of Holi people
celebrate with colours with friends and
families and in the evening they show love
and respect to their close ones with Abeer –
the name of the coloured powder used.

click here to see more online
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easter bounce
2017 saw the local Red Frog crew put
on an exceptionally popular Easter
feast. In 2018 they were back for more!
At IHD the Red Frogs are a favourite and we’re
grateful to have them in our community.
Easter Sunday saw residents get together
and participate in a range of holiday games,
including basket toss, pin the tail on the bunny
and a mass Easter egg hunt.

Click here to see more online
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international
women’s day
On Thursday, 8 March the world celebrated International Women’s Day
in various ways. IHD residents hosted an evening of inspiration and
interaction, including a gallery of past and present influential women
from around the world.
With help from their fellow residents, Stephanie and Nabiha’s idea was to celebrate
various women’s contribution to society and encourage self-development and
education for women and young girls.
“We want people to understand that ourselves, as women, can also be strong and help
those who are struggling with themselves,” said Stephanie. “This event means a lot to
me to be able to help other women.”
Determined to provide inspiration and motivation to all residents, they set out to find
the right guest speakers. Both Director of CDU’s Northern Institute Professor Ruth
Wallace and CDU student Jane Alia humbly accepted their invitation to speak.
Professor Ruth Wallace is CDU’s Dean of the College of Indigenous Futures, Arts and
Society, and Director of the Northern Institute. Ruth leads the Regional, Economic
& Workforce Development theme which focuses on collaborative approaches to
workforce development and engagement with community, governments and industry
that are sustainable and scalable. Ruth is the social science technical advisor for the
Plant Biosecurity Cooperative Research Centre, with a focus on building resilience
through community engagement and collaborative knowledge and management
systems for biosecurity surveillance. In February 2016, Ruth became the first female
Australian researcher to be awarded a Fulbright Distinguished Chair in Agriculture
and Life Sciences (sponsored by Kansas State University).
Jane was born in a refugee camp in Uganda to parents from South Sudan. When Jane
arrived in Australia as a teenager, she heartily embraced every opportunity to get
involved in a local community. She is a passionate ambassador for youth, women and
a great representative for people from multicultural backgrounds. Jane is now a fully
qualified dental assistant and studying a Bachelor of Nursing at CDU.
Both Ruth and Jane referenced their upbringing, limited access to education and the
women (and men) in their lives who inspired and pushed them to be their best.
“It’s a day to celebrate women, but we should also celebrate the men in the room,”
said Jane. “Thank you for taking a step in supporting women.”
Stephanie and Nabiha have labeled Ruth and Jane’s speeches as highlights of
the evening.
“The way they told us their own stories was really touching because it’s their true
experience,” said Stephanie. “Learning from others’ experiences is the best way to
motivate people.”
Following the guest speakers, attendees mingled, strolled through the gallery and
dined on Saffrron’s delicious Indian cuisine.
“I’d like to thank Muriel and Qi for helping us brainstorm ideas and helping to prepare,
run and pack-down the event,” said Stephanie. “Nabiha organised this event with me,
so I appreciate that both of us worked well together. Last but not least, thanks to all
the residents who came.”
10

Thank you to Kevin Liang as photographer

click here to see more online
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short stay for
cyclone marcus
As images and videos from the
damaging winds of Tropical Cyclone
Marcus were trending online in March,
it was clear IHD had a lucky escape.
Our buildings sustained no physical damage,
but our trees took quite a beating. As did
trees around the University and buildings
throughout wider Darwin.
TC Marcus passed over Darwin as a category
two system just before midday on Saturday, 17
March. The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) said
there were sustained winds of 95 kilometres
per hour near the centre, and the surrounding
storm was also causing wind gusts of more
than 130 kilometres an hour.
By 5pm, Marcus had made his way about 125
kilometres south-west of Darwin and had
been downgraded to a category one system.
In the days following Marcus’ short stay, the
damage left behind was noticeably prevalent.
Throughout Darwin and Palmerston huge
trees had been uprooted, homes and
businesses had been left with sufficient
damage, and entire suburbs were in the dark
without power for up to two weeks.
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a night of talent
IHD’s Got Talent saw a range of
performances from semester one
residents. From singing to dancing,
the night had it all.
Drew kicked things off with the harmonica,
followed by Rose’s poetry. Matthew, David
and Jonathan played the guitar and sang
songs separately. Lastly, Lily made an
impromptu performance, singing a Chinese
song for all in attendance. We had pizza
together after the performances, while the
judges counted the votes from the audience.
Jonathan Chan, Lily Guo and Matthew Hon
were the winners, receiving gift vouchers.
Lily won with her Mandarin singing, while
Jonathan and Matthew both played the
guitar and sang ‘Someone like you’ and ‘Full
colour’ respectively.
Thank-you to all participants who steppedup to perform and made this event possible.

- IHD Arts Club
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katherine kruisin’
Another annual Katherine
Camping Trip complete.
Residents spent three days trekking
through the Territory visiting Katherine
Gorge, Edith Falls, and Nitmiluk National
Park where they cruised along the three
gorges. There was even a croc-free area
to enjoy a refreshing swim!

Thank you to Jacquelyn and Thurein for their photos
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Click here to see more online

When Catherine met Katherine,
everything was lovely. I enjoyed the
beauty of the sunset from the top of
Katherine Gorge; I admired picturesque
Edith Falls when I sat by its upper pool;
I loved close contact with a wallaby
after getting up in the morning. Most
importantly, I travelled with a group of
good friends. Katherine camping was a
very unforgettable trip, and I will miss
these wonderful days forever!
- Catherine Chen
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end of semester
celebration
Residents took to the
lawns to celebrate the end
of lectures and refresh
before heading into exams
at our annual BBQ Spit.
A huge congratulations to
the recipients of the 2018 IHD
Scholarships, as well as those
who received Community
Recognition Awards.

Scholarship winners with Philip: Muriel Scholz, Aman Kathed, Rahul Vokerla, Soumya Chacko,
Hooman Mehdizadeh Rad, Simarjit Cheema and Qi Feng.
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click here to see more online

Community Award winners with Eileen and RL Muriel: Caroline Benfeldt,
Drew Whitehouse and Michael Taiki
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Life of the Party
Hooman Mehdizadeh Rad
Rose Frisk
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Bromances
Richard Lind &
Joel Gustafsson

Pierre Mira &
Mathieu Chiappini

ros!

..all about the b

Meme Queen

hletes
Tushar Das

Annie Pendlebury

Jagjot Sandhu

Queen of Sarcasm
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photography entries
Every year IHD runs a Photography Competition for residents to display their skills
in recording their experiences of that year.
These are just some of the 72 entries we had for the 2018 categories of Best Wildlife, Portrait, Scenery
and Sunset. Read on to see the announced winners and their shots at the IHD Ball!
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a page in time
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Check out these pages from IHD’s 2009 yearbook (then North Flinders International House).
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SEMESTER TWO

orientation

Orientation Week
Whoa! What a great two weeks of Orientation IHD
residents had. We had so many events going on
that you ensured you were well acquainted with
CDU and Darwin.

Welcome Day
It was great to see new and returning residents
who came along to spend the day with Sara,
Eileen, Philip and the RLs.
The morning kicked off with some friendship
bingo, which saw Neethu take out first place, and
the afternoon Quiz was a tie - with Swapna and
Oliver racing through to the finish.
Lunch was followed by our fave; of tug-of-war on
the lawns. This was a great way to show off those
hidden strengths!
Welcome Day saw three IHD Alumni drop by to
talk with you all on their days during and after
on-campus life. Thank you to former Resident of
24

The Year award winner Kai and former Resident
Leaders Pavan and Srijana for spending some
time with us.
As always, the day’s formalities ended with
a raffle competition. Congratulations to the
following residents on their lucky draw prizes:
1st Draw: Thilina Bandara - $100 Gift Card
2nd Draw: Chengxi (Doris) Zhao - $60 Gift Card
3rd Draw: Yin Wah (Iris) Cheung - $40 Gift Card
To close out their day, residents took the IHD
Shuttle to Stokes Hill Wharf for dinner. They were
greeted with some beautiful coastal weather and
a picturesque sunset.

Big Day Out
Groups of you opted for trips to Jumping
Crocodiles, Kingpin and the Museum and Art
Gallery of the NT for IHD’s Big Day Out. We think
Derrick did a great job at releasing his inner
‘jumping croc’!

Click here to see more online
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litchfield sundays
And just like that, it
was semester two’s
turn at Litchfield.
Residents trekked out in
two buses to enjoy the sun,
views and relaxing waters.
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Click here to see more online

My highlight of the trip was
definitely the beauty of our
planet which can be found in
Darwin. Nature of Australia
differs significantly from
that of Sweden. I loved all
waterfalls and tropical forests
of Litchfield National Park.
It looked like a different planet
to me that you usually see in
movies. I absolutely admire it!
- Karolina Czarnecka
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a day in the wild
The Territory is home to 400 species of
birds, 150 mammals, 300 reptiles, 50 frogs,
60 species of freshwater fish and several
hundred species of marine fish. Most
local species of birds and mammals have
been comprehensively described, but new
species of fish, frogs, reptiles, invertebrates
and plants continue to be discovered.
The Territory Wildlife Park was a great way for
residents to get close to local animals on display
in their natural habitats. They walked through the
nocturnal house, into a monsoon forest and under
the aquarium inhabited by crocs and rays.
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click here to see more online
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2018 IHD

Thank you to Helen Orr and Jonathan Chan as photographers
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Ball

The much-anticipated return of the IHD Ball was
a spectacular sight. Residents and Staff put
on their finest to celebrate the friendships and
achievements made throughout the year.
You can click here to see the full album on the
IHD website.
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2018 IHD Ball
Every year IHD awards Certificates of Commendation to a few members of our
community who have contributed in particular ways to the well being of others
living at IHD or in the broader community.
The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community
Service was awarded to a resident who really steppedup during Cyclone Marcus. His quick response and
support to the RLs really stood out as he demonstrated
what community service is really about.

The IHD Community acknowledged Cameron Hunter
with a gift voucher and Certificate of Commendation
for Community Service.

The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community
Spirit was awarded to a resident who was described by
his peers as incredibly kind, insanely considerate, and
welcoming of everyone and anyone, always lending
a hand where he can. He’s always happy and takes
time out of his day to talk to people, especially newcomers. He’s someone who’s always spreading love
and laughter.

The IHD Community acknowledged Hooman
Mehdizadeh Rad with a gift voucher and Certificate of
Commendation for Community Spirit.

The IHD Certificate of Commendation for Community
Support went to a resident described as always being
kind, open-minded, ambitious and generous.

The IHD Community acknowledged Maryann Quek with
a gift voucher and Certificate of Commendation for
Community Support.

2018
Resident
Video

Click here to watch the 2018 Resident Video

Award Winners
2018 Harry Edmonds Award

Harry Edmonds lived in New York city in 1909 and one day
passed a Chinese student on the street and said hello.
Upon receiving this greeting, the student stopped. Harry
Edmonds asked what was wrong and the student replied
that he’d been in New York for three weeks and that was
the first time anyone had spoken to him. Aghast at this
sad revelation, Harry Edmonds then went on to establish
International Houses Worldwide – of which International
House Darwin is a proud member. IHD’s Harry Edmonds
award recognizes a Resident Leader in our community who
reflects the idea behind International Houses Worldwide.
The winner’s name is added to a plaque which is on display
in the IHD Reception. Furthermore, the Harry Edmonds
Award winner receives one week of free rent at IHD.
This year the Harry Edmonds award went to a Resident
Leader who has been described by the community as having a genuine and helping nature and with
such dedication to his work. His character particularly exemplifies the same traits of kindness,
compassion, friendliness and warmth shown by Harry Edmonds.

The 2018 Harry Edmonds Award was presented to Aman Kathed.

2018 Resident of the Year
Resident of the Year is the highest award offered at
IHD. It recognizes the efforts of an individual who
exemplifies positive engagement in their community.
Nominations for Resident of the Year come from you;
the residents. A plaque which is on display in the
IHD Reception lists those who have been awarded
Resident of the Year since 2008. In addition to this
honour, the recipient will receive a voucher to
purchase a work of art from Provenance Gallery in
Stuart Park.
The 2018 Resident of the Year award was presented
to someone who has been described by their
peers as someone who is empathetic, friendly and
supportive, and solves issues promptly. He’s “one
of the finest” in the way he responds in such gentle
and kind ways. He is a responsible and caring
member of IHD.

The 2018 Resident of the Year is Rahul Vokerla.
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2018 IHD Ball Pho
Every year IHD runs a Photography Competition for residents to display their skills
in recording their experiences of that year.

Best Scenery | Karolina Czarnecka | An Experience

Best Sunset | Swapna Bupathi | Sky High
Best Portrait | Zhenyang Hou | Act B
34

otography Winners

Best Wildlife | Karolina Czarnecka | Female of Blue-Winged Kookaburra

Overall Winner | Karolina Czarnecka | Wetlands
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a part of something

bigger
Residents are provided with the opportunity to extend themselves, pursue their
interests and connect with broader community groups at IHD.
Check out some of the alumni, residents and RLs we had the pleasure of getting to know throughout
the year at IHD.

“One hell of an experience”: Muriel’s
Mission from Katherine to South Africa
Young Territorian and IHD Resident, Muriel
Scholz spent three weeks in Southern Africa
as part of the Volunteer Eco Students Abroad
(VESA) program over the summer break.

Click here to read more online

Where are they now? Metui
Metui came to IHD in 2011 to live whilst studying
a Bachelor of Teaching/Learning and Bachelor
of Applied Science. He recalls his time at IHD as
one of the most enjoyable of his life so far. What
Metui didn’t realise was that IHD is where he
would meet his future wife, Grace.

Click here to read more online
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inhouse highlight - Rose
Born and raised in Seattle, Washington, Rose
independently moved to Arizona to attend
university. Her eagerness to travel meant it was
vital she find an exchange program and location
that’s outside of what she’s used to.

Click here to read more online

RL Rundown - Stephanie
Stephanie has been a member of the IHD
community since semester 1 of 2017. Her leap
of faith to apply as an RL in semester 2 that
same year has opened the door to personal and
professional growth for the ambitious twentyone-year-old.

Click here to read more online

inhouse highlight - Hooman
Looking to expand his horizons and contribute
to the resolution of a global concern, Hooman
travelled from Iran to IHD in late 2016 and began
his PhD of solar cell design.

Click here to read more online
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RL Rundown - Rahul
Originally from Hyderabad in southern India,
Rahul’s move to Darwin to pursue his passion
in computers seemed the logical move. A move
which continues to fuel his ambitions to build a
successful career, and led him to win the 2018
Resident of the Year Award.

Click here to read more online

inhouse highlight - Mujiburrahman
For this Indonesian husband and father, one
of those ambitions includes pursuing his PhD
in Humanitarian, Emergency and Disaster
Management Studies, to someday contribute to
the development of Indonesia’s future as a leader
in disaster management.

Click here to read more online

RL Rundown - Qi
Originally from Beijing, Qi became a member of
the IHD community in 2017. After 12 months, Qi
stepped-up and became a Resident Leader for
2018. Motivated to help those around her, Qi is
studying her second degree and pursuing her
passion in the field of Social Work.

Click here to read more online
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inhouse highlight - Augusto
A Timor-Leste Ministry of Finance Scholar,
fitting into an independent life in Darwin hasn’t
been a struggle for the optimistic twenty-yearold. His attitude has enabled him to embrace
every opportunity and the environment
surrounding him.

Click here to read more online

RL Rundown - Jonathan
He’s lived and studied in three culturally-diverse
countries. Now, Jonathan’s using his cultural
powers to enhance his impact as a Resident
Leader (RL). However, this isn’t the first time
he’s experienced such a role, and it’s made his
interpersonal skills a valuable asset to the team.

Click here to read more online

inhouse highlight - Matthew
Foodie and sneaker enthusiast Matthew is striving
towards entrepreneurship in the hopes of one day
travelling the world and running his own business.
Matthew grew up in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and
after completing a Bachelor of Finance, looked to
Darwin for a change of pace and scenery.

Click here to read more online
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RL Rundown - Nabiha
Nabiha made her way to IHD from the capital
of Bangladesh, Dhaka, which has a population
of over 10 million – over 70 times Darwin’s
population. Not willing to back down from a
challenge, she’s determined to pursue her dream
in civil engineering.

Click here to read more online

inhouse highlight - David
Having completed his Bachelor in Film Making
and Photography, David’s now tackling a Master
of Professional Accounting with the prospect of
helping to run his family’s business. If that wasn’t
enough for the twenty-eight-year-old, he’s also
experiencing Darwin for the first time.

Click here to read more online

Where are they now? Sonia
Sonia stepped out of tradition to forge her own
path in Darwin, becoming an IHD community
member, RL, CDU graduate and now Territory
local. For Sonia, education and professional
success were just as important as building
relationships and breaking social barriers.

Click here to read more online
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RL Rundown - Rakesh
Don’t be fooled by Rakesh’s cool and collected
demeanour; he’s here with a purpose. Studying a
Master of Science in IT (specialising in Software
Engineering), working part-time and becoming a
Resident Leader at the beginning of 2018 shows
just how determined he really is.

Click here to read more online

Where are they now? Félix
Here’s some déjà vu as we catch up with Félix,
who travelled all the way from France to IHD in
2017. If you were lucky enough to meet him, you’ll
know he’s equally passionate about taking up
opportunities to experience the Territory and build
friendships, as he is about his work.

Click here to read more online

RL Rundown - Muriel
Born and raised in Katherine, Muriel was always
adamant about furthering her education and
career. Her move to Darwin meant she could
enjoy the comforts of being close to family in a
familiar space, as well as living independently in a
multicultural student community at IHD.

Click here to read more online
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RL Rundown - Aman
Announced this year’s IHD Harry Edmonds
Award winner, Resident Leader Aman has
come to call Darwin home, despite admitting his
application to Charles Darwin University was a
last-minute decision.

Click here to read more online

Where are they now? Srijana
Knowing Srijana meant you always had a
reliable, friendly neighbour to go to. Her interest
in getting to know people and be involved with
activities outside of her normal schedule first
flourished at IHD.

Click here to read more online

RL Rundown - Hasnaeen
Pantho’s embraced this change of living on
campus by diving head-first into the IHD
community. He participated in IHD and CDU’s
Orientation events and later showed a keen
interest in becoming an RL.

Click here to read more online
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IHD has lots of events &
it feels like home while we
stay together
-Zoe

Creating everlasting
connections
-Jagjot

The great
community culture
-Mason

The internationals
-Oliver

Close to Uni,
very convenient
-Hooman

IHD gives hope to
people who get
homesick. All the
events & gatherings
make it a nice
destination for
people who want to
feel that they belong
-Thilina

A bunch of fun
events held by IHD
-Fanny
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◊◊ Drive a Lamborghini

- Fahimul

◊◊ Travel to Tibet
◊◊ Own a farm
◊◊ Own a famous
painting

- Kai

◊◊ Make friends all
around the world
◊◊ Experience
different education
opportunities
◊◊ Explore the NT & Australia
◊◊ Cage of Death

- Annie
◊◊ To be a postgraduate
in Beijing Foreign
Studies University
◊◊ Lifelong friendships
◊◊ Travel to at least 40 countries
◊◊ Have a good career
◊◊ Read at least 100 English novels
◊◊ Fully understand English movies
without captions
◊◊ To be a volunteer in Africa
◊◊ To be proficient in English & French

- Lily

◊◊ Meet people – new
friends
◊◊ Whitsunday Island
◊◊ Uluru
◊◊ National parks & hiking
◊◊ Experience new cultures

- Caroline

◊◊ Explore Australia
◊◊ Make friends
◊◊ Not get fed-up of
Chris
◊◊ Learn to swim

- Becki
◊◊ Spend the rest of
life with the people
I love
◊◊ Be brave and have
no regrets
◊◊ Make sure there are people
who will always remember me

- Wendy
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looking ahead
IHD staff have had the pleasure of
being surrounded by such a vibrant,
engaging community.
Our warmest wishes to those of you leaving us at the
end of 2018. Whether it’s that you’ve graduated or just
need a break from study, we hope you stay safe and
experience great things!
We can’t wait to spend 2019 with those of you returning
and look forward to making more memories with you!

Kalindi Marnell
Business Manager

John Kasi

Eileen Gibbons

Resident Engagement Officer

Elsbeth Pickerin

Penny Biddle

Coordinator Resident Services

Matile Phillips

Communication & Marketing Officer

Housekeeping Supervisor

Maintenance Officer

Guest Services Officer

Guest Services Officer

Pavan Sehmi

Aman Kathed

Hasnaeen Zakir

Jin Jing (Stephanie) Tang

Muriel Scholz

Nabiha Nusrat

Qi Feng

Rahul Vokerla

Rakesh Tata

Yan Yeuk Jonathan Chan

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

Sara Scaramella

Philip Mosely

Manager Accommodation Services

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

Resident Leader

